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433MHz ACTIVE UHF RECEIVER 

ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS 

Revision C 

Features and Benefits 
Performance/Size/Cost 
There are no receivers on the market that can outperform the tres433 active RFID product for 
providing a combination of performance, size and cost! Utilizing the 433 MHz frequency (433.92 
MHz), the tres433 can achieve anywhere from 1 to 600 feet of read range with a thin clam-shell 
style active tag or a Metal-Mount active tag, both with replaceable batteries or with a fully potted 
for extreme environmental conditions tag without replaceable battery. 

Hardware Description 
tres433 is the brand name for a new line of 433 MHz RFID Receivers and Tags. Due to a number 
of changes in the 433 MHz RFID marketplace, the time is right for the introduction of this 
exciting new product line. We are a U.S. company comprised of seasoned RFID professionals, 
both engineers and marketing specialists. This is a TTO (Tag talk only) Radio Frequency 
Identification system whereby the tres433 Tag transmits its data at factory set intervals to the 
Receiver. The Receiver with Interface PCBA and its associated Tags are intended to accomplish 
AVI (Automated Vehicle Identification), Personnel or Asset Tracking and Perimeter Security 
functionality with unparalleled read range and flexibility.  

Receiver 
Basically, the Receiver provides RF to digital translation of the signal produced by the tres433 
RF Electronic Transponders, referred to herein as "Tags", when placed in the proximity of a 
Receiver. The Receiver detects and filters data bits emitted from compatible RF Tags then 
converts the bits into the associated computer format of ASCII RS232/RS485/RS422, Wiegand, 
and Ethernet communications protocols. Advanced error detection algorithms provide error-free 
operation. 

Unlike similar systems, the Receiver does not need an external Antenna, although external 
Antennas are available to increase read range. The PCB etched Antenna receives the Tag’s 
transmission. This saves greatly in installation time and costs. The Receiver can also operate on 
variable power sources of 8 to 24 VDC. Wiegand connection to the Receiver is made using low-
cost shielded twisted pair cables (22 AWG for cable length up to 250’ and 20 AWG for lengths 
up to 500’) and easy to use angle entry screw terminal connectors further simplify installation. 
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Tags 
Standard Tags transmit their data signal every 2.1 seconds and at a power level of 0dB. The 
overall time of Tag transmission is 590 microseconds. 

Products 
Manufacturer 

A. tres433 Receivers and Active Tags should be purchased through Transponder and Reader 
Engineered Systems, Inc.®, 217 Fulton Court, Peachtree City, GA  30269, 888.574.8737. 

B. Substitutions:  No substitutions allowed unless referred by Transponder and Reader 
Engineered Systems, Inc.® 

Receivers and Tags Specifications 
A. Receivers 

1. Mounting, provide surface mounting style 433.92 MHz tag receivers suitable for Post, 
Ceiling or Wall mounting, for AVI (Automated Vehicle Identification), Personnel or 
Asset Tracking and Perimeter Security applications, and for mounting configurations 
as shown on the project plans. 

2. The receiver shall be capable of data in standard Wiegand, RS232/485 and TCP/IP 
Ethernet formats from any tres recommended tags, outputting the data in one of the 
following configurations: 
a. The tres RW receiver shall output credential data in compliance with the SIA AC-

01 Wiegand standard, compatible with all standard access control systems while 
simultaneously outputting the credential data in a Serial protocol interface, 
transmitting that data in ASCII format, compatible with a host device using an USB 
serial port. 

b. The tres RS receiver shall output credential data in a Serial protocol interface, 
transmitting that data in ASCII format, compatible with a host device using an 
RS232/RS485 Serial port while simultaneously outputting the credential data in a 
Serial protocol interface, transmitting that data in ASCII format, compatible with a 
host device using a USB serial port. 

c. The tres RE receiver shall output credential data in a TCP/IP Ethernet protocol 
interface, transmitting that data in ASCII format, compatible with a host device 
using an Ethernet TCP/IP port while simultaneously outputting the credential data 
in a Serial protocol interface, transmitting that data in ASCII format, compatible 
with a host device using a USB serial port. 

3. The Receiver shall provide the ability to change operational features in the field through 
the use of a factory-supplied serial commands. Commands are entered using 
HyperTerminal. These commands allow you to control and access certain Receiver 
functionalities. The Receiver will echo back the command as noted in each Response, 
this is done in order to verify the command you sent. Also note that the Receiver will 
generate a checksum at the end of the string and consists of command + data.  
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4. Receivers shall provide the following programmable audio indication: 
a. A piezoelectric sounder shall provide an audible tone upon successful power up/self 

test and for a good card read.  
5. Receiver has a Loop Detector input for use in parking applications; this input can be 

used by any peripheral. Wire a peripheral output to this input, the peripheral must be 
able to take GND from our Receiver’s GND connection directly to the left of this input 
and apply it to the loop detector input to enable reading. 

6. Receivers shall meet the following physical specifications: 
a. Dimensions: 4.85" x 4.75" x 2.25" (123mm×121mm×57mm) 
b. Weight:  13 oz (369 grams) 
c. Material:  UL94 Polycarbonate 
d. Color: White 

7. Receivers shall meet the following electrical specifications: 
a. Operating voltage: 8 or 24 VDC, regulated power supply recommended 
a. Current requirements: (peak) 100mA @ 12 VDC 

8. Receivers shall meet the following environmental specifications: 
a. Operating temperature: 40°F to 158°F (-40°C to +70°C) 
b. Operating humidity: 5% to 95% relative humidity non-condensing 
c. Weatherized design suitable to withstand harsh environments The receiver shall be 

of polycarbonate material, and sealed gasket and waterproof cable fitting to a 
NEMA rating (IP67).  

9. Receiver cabling requirements shall be: 
a. Cable distance: (Wiegand): 500 feet (150m); RS-232 50 feet (15m); RS485: 3937 

feet (1200m); TCP/IP Ethernet: 328 feet (100m). 
b. Cable type:  5-conductor #22 AWG w/overall shield for both Wiegand and 

RS232/485.  CAT5 is used for the TCP/IP Ethernet version. Additional conductor 
will be required for trigger control function. 

c. Standard receiver termination:  miniature screw terminal block 
10. Warranty of Receivers shall be 1 year against defects in materials and workmanship. 
11. Receiver shall be Transponder and Reader Engineered Systems, Inc. Model tres base 

model number. 
B. Tags 

1. Tag read range shall be adjustable between the range of 1’ thru 600’, depending on 
antenna configuration and tag power level setting. 

2. Tags shall meet the following certifications: 
a. FCC Part 15 

3. Tags shall have Replaceable Batteries 
4. Tag should report to the Receiver the following tag information through the RF data 

stream: 
a. Motion sensing, in case of motion sensor, stays set to 1 when tag is moving, default 

is set to 0 
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b. Battery removal, if someone removed the battery, warranty issue, default value is 
set to 0 

c. Battery low, warns the receiver that the battery level is getting low and may need 
to be replaced, default value is 0 

5. Tag shall have a tamper detection label that will warn the user that the warranty may be 
an issue if someone tampers with the label. The label is a two piece label that still protects 
the internals of the tag if the outer label is removed or falls off due to tampering. 


